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Mr. tumnus tells the child that

This article needs additional quotes to check. Please help to improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-material can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Mr. Tumnus – news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (March 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this message
template) TumnusNarnia characterJames McAvoy as Tumnus in the 2005 film Chronicles of Narnia: Lion, Witch and WardrobeNational InformationNational Tumnus is a fictional faun in Narnia's books written by C. S. Lewis, mostly in Lion, Witch and Wardrobe, but also briefly in The Horse and His Boy
and in The Last Battle. He was the first creature Lucy Pevensie met in Narnia and became her quick friend. Lewis writes that the first story of Narnia, the Lion, the Witch and the closet came to him from a single photo he had in the head of a fannell carrying an umbrella and parcels through a snow tree.
Thus, Tumnus became the original inspiration for the entire Narnia series. [1] Description Lewis describes Tumnus as having reddish skin, curly hair, brown eyes, a short beard, the horns on his forehead, the wet hooves, the goats with shiny black hair, a strange but pleasant little face, a long tail and only
slightly taller than Lucy herself. Tumnus first appeared when Lucy arrived in Narnia at the lamp post. He invites her back to his cave for tea, during which they talk about Narnia. Then Tumnus plays her flute, and Lucy says she has to go. When Lucy said she had to go, he cried. He admits to being in the
pay of the White Witch (Jadis), who runs Narnia and has always made it winter, but never Christmas. She commanded him and the other Narniians to surrender all the Sons of Adam or Daughters of Eve, people he saw in Narnia. Tumnus, although he knows the Witch will understand and will probably
punish him severely if he disobeys her orders, quickly realizes that he cannot return to give up Lucy to the Witch, so he directs her back to the lamp post to see that she is returning safely to her own world. When Lucy returned to Narnia a few days later, Tumnus was still safe: Apparently, the White Witch



had not found her disobedience. However, Lucy's brother Edmund entered Narnia soon after and mentioned to the White Witch that his sister had visited Narnia and met Favnia - although he did not call the faun as Tumnus. When Lucy and her siblings subsequently came to Narnia, they discovered that
Tumnus had been arrested by Maugrim, head of the White Witch's secret police, and awaiting trial on treason charges that included harboring spies and communicating with people. Tumnus spoke to Mr Beaver about his fears not long before he was arrested and asked him to guide the four children if he
found them in Narnia. The kids are dating Mr. White. shortly after leaving the cave of Tumnus. Later in history, when winter was over and Aslan prepared an army to take over the White Witch, Lucy and Susan found Tumnus as a statue in the witch's castle and he was restored by Aslan. He follows the
other Narnians into battle, while the Witch is defeated and killed. Years later, he was the one who told the kings and queen that the white deer had been spotted near his home. Their hunt for him led to their disappearance from Narnia and the end of the Golden Age. In The Horse and His Boy, Tumnus
appeared as royal adviser to the four monarchs of Pevensie (fourteen years later, according to Lewis's Narnian timeline). He invents a catch to escape Callormen, thereby saving Queen Susan from being forcibly married to Prince Rabadash, and other Narniians, including her brother Edmund, from certain
death, trying to protect her. He and Lucy met in Aslan's country in the Last Battle. He appeared in the TV series in 1967 and was portrayed by Angus Lenny. He originally appeared in the 1988 miniseries of the Narnia Chronicles. Tumnus appeared in the 2005 film The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe,
Tumnus has light skin, blue eyes, brown legs, and a small tail. In this film, he is the character who crowns the four children of Pevensie in Kerr Paravell. He is portrayed by actor James McAvoy. He was voiced by Philip Sherlock in Focus on Family Radio Adaptations. See also Speculative Fiction Portal
Pan (Mythology) Puck (Mythology) Satyr Vertumnus References ^ C.S. Lewis. For stories: and other essays in literature. 53. 15-668788-7 Lewis, S. S. The Lion, the Witch and the Closet. 1950: Lewis, S. S. The Horse and his boy. 1954. Extracted from View source Share The Lion, The Witch and the
Wardrobe The Horse and His Boy The Last Battle And soon after a very strange man emerged from the trees in the light of the Lamp-post. Chapter One (src) Tumnus - lovingly known as Mr. Tumnus[1] and later as Master Tumnus - was a male Faun, a former servant of the White Witch, and later, highly
official in Narnia during the Golden Age. He's the first narnithian to come across Lucy Pevensie when she went through the closet, and they've both befriended them. Description Tumnus is described as slightly taller than Lucy. Like any Faun, he had the legs of a goat, which were covered in curly, shiny
black hair, and had a tail. His upper part was of a man with reddish skin. [2] He wore a red woolen around his neck and had a strange but pleasant little face, with a short beard. [2] Tumnus's father was the son of Faun, who fought against white supremacists It is not known exactly when his father did this,
as he may have fought during the winter era, or because fauns were said to have long periods of life, he may have fought against his army when she first conquered Narnia. Tumnus didn't believe he and his father were the same in any way. He probably said that because his father was willing to give his
life for Narnia's freedom, while Tumnus was working for Jadis at the time. The two of them, however, are very similar. Tumnus lives in a comfortable cave next to the lamp in the lateral waste, in the last years of the management of the White Witch. Entrance to the cave of Tumnus. When Lucy Pevensie
first entered Narnia through the wardrobe, Tumnus was the first narnian to meet; they accidentally crashed into the lamp. Tumnus has never seen a person, and after being informed by Lucy that she was actually one, he invited her to his home for tea. Along with many other Narniians, Tumnus was fueled
for fear of obeying the laws of the White Witch, one of whom was to inform or betray her, every Daughter of Eve or the Sons of Adam who had been found in Narnia. This was to prevent the fulfillment of the prophecy in the Golden Ages, which the witch knew meant her downfall. Although Tumnus loathed
the Witch's rule, he was afraid of obeying her. He plans to put her to sleep, kidnap her and take her to the Witch. Tumnus is crying. Lucy and Tumnus drank tea, then played it on his Rnay flute, of which he was a pretty good player, and she nodded. However, he cannot proceed with the immoral plan. His
conversation with Lucy made him realize what it was like to betray her. Bursting into tears, he apologised to Lucy, told her about the Witch and risked her life to help her escape back through earth's wardrobe. Lucy visited Tumnus again on her second visit to Narnia and inadvertently brought her brother
Edmund Pevensie with her. Meigrim's notice. Unfortunately, Edmund met the White Witch and inadvertently told her all about Tumnus, helping Lucy escape... More. After contacting Edmund, she sent the police to arrest Tumnus. He was taken to the witch's castle for an alleged trial. When Pevensie's four
children arrived together in Narnia, they visited Tumnus' home and found him shattered, but also that a foretold note remained. The former occupant of these premises, Faun Tumnus, was arrested and awaiting his trial on treason charges against Her Imperial Majesty Yadis, Queen of Narnia, Shatel of
Ker Paravel, Empress of the Lonely Islands, etc., also of comforting her told her that Majesty's enemies, sheltering spies and communicating with people. Signed MAUGRIM, captain of the secret police, long live the Queen! Tumnus has become a stone. It is not known what Tumnus is but it is known that
Jadis turned it into a stone.   Before he was caught, however, he confided in a friend, Mr Beaver, about Lucy's arrival in Narnia and gave him the handkerchief she had originally given him to show Pevens that Mr Beaver was indeed a friend. Tumn was saved and spotless by Aslan when, after his
resurrection, he liberated the Witch's castle and unhinged all the narnins in it that had been turned into stone by breathing on them. Tumnus may have fought in The First Battle of Beruna, though he may have supported the Narnien revolutionaries in other ways. He remained a close friend of the four
Monarchs Pevensie throughout the Golden Age. Tumnus and Susan dance for joy in Ishbaan. Tumnus served as an adviser at the Narnia Court and travelled with King Edmund and Queen Susan while the two monarchs visited Ishbaan to arrange a possible alliance with Tisrock's family. When the
situation in Ishbaan became dangerous, when Prince Rabadas fell in love and asked Susan to marry him, Tumnus helped them get out on their ship, with the hyaline glow they returned to Narnia. The last mention is that he reports on the white deer that initiated the hunt that led to the extinction of the four
ancestors from Narnia (after returning to Earth). He reunites with Lucy and the rest in Aslan's country after Narnia is destroyed. Age Tumnus' age at any point in its history is difficult to determine and has never been explicitly stated how long the faves usually live. A number of clues are offered, but often
counter-dictators can emerge and finally no serious conclusions are drawn: When Tumnus first met Lucy Pevensie, he wasn't sure what she was and said he had never met a person before. [1] It was not clear whether he was telling the truth or his curiosity was a tactic to gain Lucy's trust, but it offered a
hint of his age - if there were no people in Narnia during the winter age (something later implied by Mr. Beaver[3]), and if Tumnus was telling the truth about never seeing one, it was possible that he had been under a 100 years at the time.  One of the books seen in the Cave of the Dark is titled Man Is A
Myth? Nothing more is explained about this book, nor its content, nor when exactly it was written, but the title gives further credibility to the above concept; that during at least one period at the beginning of Narnian history - or the era of winter, or any other period - the human population was either
uncollectable or had passed away for so long that the narns heard whether they existed at all.  Tumnus reigns Lucy with stories about the night holidays and festivals held in Narnia before the White Witch came to power. [1] Although he may never have had such celebrations and simply repeated what he
had heard from others, describing them in rather vivid detail, implying that he was personally involved. If this is true, then he will confirm that he was over a 100 years old at the time. At the end of the Golden Age, when the pedestals disappeared from Narnia, Tumnus was known as a middle-aged favun,
but its exact years were not indicated. Citations ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 LWW II ↑ 2.0 2.1 LW I LW VIII ↑ Community content of LW XVII 1. Noted.
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